
 

Herefordshire and Worcestershire LPC meeting minutes for 21st 

November 2019 – Waitrose, Worcester – OPEN  

Chair – Duncan Murray (DM); 

In Attendance – Fiona Lowe (FL); Katherine Robinson (KR); Zoe Ascott (ZA); 

Members in Attendance – Wayne Ryan (WR); Akwal Singh (AS); Selina Gill (SG); Amy Broomhall (AB); 

Sally Rowberry (SR); Mitesh Bhalla (MB); Ahmed Zackeria (AZ);  

Apologies – Chetan Parmar (CP);  

Introductions to Alison Rogers (AR) from Herefordshire CCG  

DOI:  circulated and signed. 

Minutes and Matters arising: FL will need to pick up the LPC and PSNC review. As well as an update 

on Sexual Health for Worcestershire, now have a working group as the service is going to happen.  

All members happy with minutes. 

CCA questions – relate to PSNC and LPC review – will pick up this afternoon. 

 

Alison Rogers (Herefordshire CCG) Update: CLOSED 

Waseem Munir (WM) – PCN Pharmacist – Introductions made.  

Update from PCN view from the surgeries. – based at Kingfisher PCN, 6 practices. Started in July, 

rotating around each practice, 1 month in each atm. The role is still developing. Full time role for the 

PCN. Background is community, has IP qualification. A lot seem to have taken on practice pharmacist 

roles, not really patient facing, not PCN pharmacist role. The practice pharmacist in each GP Practice 

is staying and WM is rotating around each one, so can be more patient pharmacist and engage with 

community pharmacies. Hoping to do more of a clinic type role. Planning on networking with the 

Community Pharmacists. Roles seem to be very varied between admin and clinical, both important 

but there needs to be a face to face aspects and WM is trying to push. Some are rotating round 

practices doing medicines reconciliation. South Worcestershire are doing a lot of clinics. Discussion 

over the differences of the GP practices and their needs. There is supposed to be a certain degree of 

face to face work. In Malvern they do invite the local pharmacists in for meetings every 2-3 months, 

a push of information and they do send out a newsletter to them. Would be good to build 

relationships in the PCNs. Community Pharmacists have been asked to set up the PCN leads in PQS. 

The LPC office have mapped and set up the pharmacies and are going through the lead process. Will 

know the final details at the end of the month. Looking at a training session in January and would be 

good to have input from PCN pharmacists for that so when get to April 2020 and then all ready and 

have the network set up. Any help of the PCN pharmacists would be very useful. Keen to engage. 

Would be good for the PCN Pharmacists to be aware of the work community pharmacies do as well. 

Match up etc. WM – think by April he will have a good idea of how the PCNs will work and what the 

PCN Pharmacist role will be. Think ahead of the game at the moment. FL – LMC have agreed to try 

and arrange a meet and greet date for Worcestershire in February 2020, with representatives from 

the PCNs plus LPC leads and local leads for introductions. FL explains the packs the LPC has 

produced. Useful to have some sort of process on how ongoing conversations are going to happen. 

How can work together and avoid overlap etc. WM – quarterly basis would be a good idea. FL – 



 

training opportunities and would be sensible to do together, such as sepsis being a hot topic and 

good idea to have a joint training session, everyone will need it and have in common etc. Health 

Education England money for training is for all primary care and people forget that community 

pharmacy is part of. WM – can ask reps to come in and give training.  

AR – how easy to get GP governance support within the network? Few struggling in Hereford. WM – 

found quite easy – Lead is quite open and easily accessible. Need to make sure the pharmacists have 

the support when they have the role.  

WM – not sure on the final plan and where he will be based after the rotation.  

FL questioned the pre-reg programme. Looking at joint posts. Likely to come out in February for the 

year after. Understanding that the posts may well all end up as joint posts rather than single sector. 

WM – not sure on the PCN view on this. Would want to make sure the pre reg would have the right 

support, important as it would be the community pharmacy that is the employer, so would be 

relying on the other setting being managed properly. FL – know there is going to be a massive push 

for it next year and the year after. Discussion over pre reg training. Not that many pre regs anymore, 

400-500 across the whole Midlands and East last year, small numbers.  

 

PCN – What’s Next? 

FL explained the pack process. 3 copies of the packs, one to give to the Clinical Director and one for 

the Local PCN Lead (when decided) and one for the LPC Member Lead. Will give the folder with the 

other 2 into the Local Lead to then arrange to meet and give to the Clinical Lead. Office are also 

going to prepare a sheet with all final PCN confirmations on it.  

As long as it had gone to the correct people by second week of January that is fine.  

Note to put list of Pharmacies with their shared NHS email addresses.  

All members happy with and think good idea and puts in good start.  

FL explained currently looking at hiring a Staff Member to support with the process for 6 months.  

DM believes the LPC is following correct structure and in a good position.  

 

CPCS -  

Issues from NHS over Annex C – now on the correct version. LPC cannot publish on the website but 

we can give out if people ask or add into communications. In this area it is only the national 111 

CPCS service. FL had 2 reports of the wrong name put on by 111, and cannot be altered. Also had 

reports of where the wrong surgery has been put in, think perhaps the patient changed. There are a 

few hiccups. Also, confusion in minor illness strand around the dispositions, haven’t changed the 

name to the fact it has changed to pharmacy. Also, a few pharmacies that have not picked up the 

referrals, office have contacted those and has improved. SR – incident where hadn’t had referral 

through on PharmOutcomes (PO). FL – default is PO unless system is down. If goes down goes on 

NHS.Net, to share them you have to manually do it on PO. If it goes normal PO system and set up 

with email address it will go to that as an alert to tell there is something on their system so whatever 

email set up on PO. That is what the alert will go to. FL explains the pharm alarms, very good 

feedback.  



 

FL went through CPCS data, confidential. Discussion over Pharmacy only having to contact the 

patient once, in the pilots it was 3 times. About 7% of calls going into 111 are coming out as CPCS, 

target was 7.5% so good. Urgent Care more frequent. Cannot tell whether those who do not turn up 

whether they decided they were fine or turned up somewhere else etc. If a pharmacy is not doing 

the service, then they need to contact NHS 111.  

Discussion over the red flag option on PO and talking through to the red flag options. It is an 

expensive piece of work.  

Discussion over the reasons for higher than average closed referrals. FL explains the data is tracked 

very carefully. Already had one contractor highlighted because they have been actively telling 

patients to ring 111 when they are based in a surgery and open the same hours as a surgery. Have 

had formal words in the FAQs on PSNC. Acceptable if patients need and no other mechanism, if they 

will not pay and then can suggest they phone 111. Should not supply urgent medicines under CPCS if 

you would not supply under the normal urgent supply rules. Further discussion on scenarios. Should 

only happen very rarely. Friday requests discussed, where surgery wants 48 hours and defaulting to 

NHS 111.  

In terms of support – sent numerous communications and are answering queries as they come. FL 

has asked for a breakdown of the reasons for not completed. 

AR left meeting – is also attending the January LPC meeting. Can use the Herefordshire CCG rooms 

for free – to discuss.  

Break for Lunch. 

Letter to Worcestershire Pharmacy Services DSP (Confidential) 

- Following previous discussion over sudden increase in items, worries on prescription 

direction.  

- Also been changes in directors 

- Prepared a draft Letter raising issues and asking clarification 

- Decide whether want to send as will ruffle feathers with both GPs and the pharmacy, take 

into account relationships etc.  

- How critical is it that the LPC feel that it needs to be sent? 

- Could send all DSPs reminders? 

- Draft letter on Box all members read through 

- Send reminders to all DSPs about the rules? 

- Ruining any relationship is not helpful  

- Suggestion the jump in scripts is from care homes 

- Could see how it goes and if data changes  

- Questionable whether it is beneficial to send? Is it worth it? 

- Nothing wrong with sending out the NHSE guides to all DSP’s as a reminder 

- PCN contact to consider 

- LPC to decide? Send something generic?  

- Vote = don’t send – just send out generic DSP advice guides. 

- Review again in January. 

 

PSNC and LPC Review: 



 

CCA statement has now come out.  

Draft terms of reference of steering group on Box and slides from Chief Officer call with Simon 

Dukes. 

This was initially raised at the conference. LPCs are saying they are pushed and also look at PSNC, 

suspicions that’s PSNC may want all the levies paid to them and they filter out then the other way 

around. Most people felt that PSNC could do with a review, but why isn’t Simon Dukes doing it 

internally. LPCs have to pay 70% of the cost of the review, PSNC have decided. Argument that if the 

review is going to happen anyway then better to be involved and part of the process, especially with 

outcomes and recommendations which are actioned etc. A lot of the questions were around what is 

the process of the review, and PSNC seemed reluctant to agree a process until they agreed a Chair. 

LPCs want to input into the scope. PSNC were not prepared to discuss the process the other end on 

how they decide which recommendations are taken forward and whether LPCs will be able to vote 

on.  

CCA are in favour of having a review.  

Different possible outcomes discussed, e.g more reserves etc. Discussions over LPC funding 70% of 

the review.  

DM – not against a transfer of some money for the PSNC for duplicated work that could be done 

centrally but think this may be some kind of manipulation. If they do want more money, then need 

to know what they would deliver for it. FL – why are they choosing this time of year, very busy and 

therefore it is hard for contributions to be made. There is another conference call on 2nd December, 

FL has asked for an update and had no response.  

All members agree there is no problem with PSNC having more money if doing more work but would 

want to give the funding over not have all the Levies going to PSNC. Want a bottom up approach. 

Would want to be able to tell them what the LPC wants.  

Members work on what would want in the scope and notes on what the process should be and who 

decides which of the recommendations are made.  

Scope: 

- Power remaining with Contractors to instruct PSNC – bottom up approach for funding as 

well. 

- Detailed review of what PSNC do for their money: the baseline 

- Baseline for both PSNC and LPCs 

- Go to Contractor base, direct or through LPCs 

- What do Contractors what? What is covered by PSNC or LPC and what is missing? 

- Are we meeting Contractor needs? Generally, and locally? 

- Who is best for the work? 

- Resources needed to meet any need that is required (costing) 

- Is this the right time?  

- Flexible structure  

- PSNC workforce review – how effective are they  

- Organisational structures 

- Has to be measurable – e.g say need to move resource for XYZ. 

 



 

Process: 

- Who decides?  

- Inputting into the scope from LPCs, PSNC and Contractors 

- Any other pharmacy bodies? NPA, CCA or AIMp? DM thinks no. Bonus if part of the others  

- Mechanisms for getting the answers and how? Contractors, LPCs  

- CCA or companies may do own response 

- LPCs would probably have to facilitate independent’s 

- Need to equally get response from all Contractors, usually the independent’s that 

need/want the most support. MB would want face to face. Web ex or event. Sending out a 

questionnaire. AS – no trust in the PSNC, not transparent.  

- Emphasise getting the voice of the independents is very important.  

- LPCs should run the process – guide PSNC. 

- Voting process for outcomes/recommendation. Could be done at the LPC conference. Votes 

in proportion to size. Would want to see in advance so have chance to discuss the vote. 

FL to feedback into the next planned web ex on 2nd December.  

 

CHS: 

DM no longer on SO committee. FL attends still. Loan discussion, option 2 most likely to get through. 

BSOL are disputing at the moment. Option 2 was that they start repayment when start making a 

profit. Having an AGM type meeting on 2 December about how they should position themselves 

going forward. Some suggestions that unreasonable to expect they do all the work up to getting the 

service in place, they should be used as the point of contacts and administration etc.  

There will not be any membership fee but that means no other money will be going in apart from 

the services they win.  

All members can see where they are coming from.  

FL – think there will be an agreement, e.g three services in Worcestershire and then CHS will work 

on and will be paid for the actual work done to get the service. No difference than paying for 

members of the LPC to do the work.  

 

CCA LPC Matters: reiterating positions.  

All CCA topics covered: PCNs, CPCS and the review.  

Activates before next meeting:  

Send DSP info 

Send Review thoughts 

PCN final details 

Follow up with Alison 

Meeting end 


